specialist fit out and
construction services
retail - leisure - hospitality

about us
Having established our roots in 1994 as a traditional shopfitting
contractor Bridgford Interiors has transformed into one of the UK’s
premier specialist interior contracting companies, providing flexible
construction services to meet individual client requirements.
A key performance indicator for
Bridgford Interiors is the level of
repeat business and relationships
with clients and project teams,
producing a balanced and
considered result time after time.
Bridgford’s have built their reputation
and relationships in the interior fit out
sector based on providing quality
through a personal and dedicated
service. As a result, in excess of 85%
of annual turnover is generated from
repeat business with retained clients.

The senior management team worked
together before Bridgford Interiors
was created, this in turn is reflected
through our business culture, one
based on friendships and trust.
With a diverse and competent
supply chain we are committed
to providing the highest quality fit
outs backed up by a professional
and efficient service every time.

There are no secrets to success – it is the result of preparation, hard work and learning from failure

We are resilient, maintaining
relationships through professional,
experienced, competent and
above all passionate staff.
Paying attention to detail and
communicating honestly. We
appreciate that every project is
unique with its own set of challenges
and provide a tailored approach
to meet the scheme objectives.

The construction process
is rarely straight forward,
complex problems can often
lead to conflict which in turn
can cost time, potentially quality,
sometimes cause injury and almost
definitely cost money. We undertake
to manage these challenges and resolve
issues before they become problems.
From inception to delivery customers
can rely on our solutions aimed at
achieving their business goals.
Our style is to be proactive
and not reactive in seeking to
offer solutions to problems.
Bridgford’s task is to create a
physical presence, which in turn
forms a memorable customer
journey. We have the power to
shape and change the consumers
experience by creating desirable
spaces on behalf of our clients.
We seek first to understand
and then to be understood and
prioritise the issues, to provide
a flexible and tailored approach,
to enhance the design and be
innovative in the use of materials.

Rollout programmes provide the
best opportunity for us to add value
through supply chain management,
volume discount arrangements
and enhanced learning.
Bridgford Interiors are extremely
privileged to be engaged in long
term working relationships that
have been nurtured and built on
trust and open communication,
providing consistency and reliability,
supporting our clients every step of
the way on their journey to success.
In simple terms, the project comes
first every single time, our dynamic
integrated approach to all aspects
of the delivery process and the
relationships formed as a result are the
key to our success. At every stage of
the project our team are there to offer,
help, advice and support ensuring that
each and every client is treated as #1.

All we seek is an opportunity, our service will dictate the future…

retail
Supply and demand is a foundation
of economic principles, none more
so than in the retail environment.
A fast paced and competitive environment where clients
demand results – the quality of our work and ability to
deliver has resulted in many long term relationships.
We are but one small cog in the ever evolving global marketplace
where the customer is very much in control. Consumers continue
to demand instant gratification, demanding products quicker,
cheaper and with as little inconvenience to them as possible
Retail environments need to be revitalized in order that they
touch peoples emotions and to provide a different experience
that appeals to all of the customers senses and addresses their
aspirations. All for maximum impact and minimum cost!

leisure
The leisure
industry embraces
a spectrum of
sectors and
businesses across
hotels, sport,
entertainment,
fitness and
gaming.
The sector is under increasing
pressure to deliver innovation,
quality and value. This sector is
characterized by projects that will
become destination venues in their
own right, they typically require
complex services solutions and by
their nature are longer in duration.
Some of our largest projects
are within this sector.
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This sector has seen us deliver a variety
of projects from boutique/casual
dining/fast food/coffee shops.
These have been delivered in various locations on
the high street, in shopping centres, airports, at
motorway services and in retail stores.
These projects differentiate themselves from
standard retail projects with the increased
levels of specialist kitchen equipment,
enhanced hygiene levels and additional
services requirements to deal with
the associated heat gains.

We’ll sit down
with you one 2
one to find out
your exact needs

Then sit down
and design it
all, creating
visuals to
demonstrate it all

projects
We will either find a way, or make one.

Once underway
we’ll agree
deadlines,
and we’ll stick
to them

The build starts
and is done
by skilled and
trustworthy
people to the
highest standard

You’ll be kept
in the loop at
all times by
our team

Our teams are capable of creating
a variety of inspirational and
functional destinations across the
length and breadth of the UK and
recently into mainland Europe.
We have had an involvement in many
types of projects, from simple cost
effective design enhancements and
initiatives through to trading store
refits, wholescale refurbishments.

Safety first
throughout the job,
all our training and
processes mean
there will be no
nasty surprises

Which all means
that the final
checks are
simple and easy

And the grand
opening will go
fantastically,
usually with
smiles all round!

As a business
we operate 24/7,
co-ordinating
multiple discipline
teams in a variety
of environments.

All designed to increase higher returns
per square foot, hospitality schemes
to increase dwell time through to
new store development programmes
and complex leisure schemes.
We are big enough to deliver
yet small enough to care…

Design is not just what it looks and feels like. Design is how it works (Steve Jobs)

experience

The origins of our success is in high volume, rapid rollout
programmes across the UK but one off bespoke projects with
compelling and distinctive environments have also become part of
everyday activities for the company where providing a high quality,
value for money service, with attention to detail and a personal
touch is a basic principle.
With experience that extends beyond
conventional retail environments and
into office interiors, hotels, hospitals,
schools, universities, airports, leisure
facilities and more; Bridgford often
co-ordinate the work of many different
service providers on behalf of clients.
By remaining so keenly customer
focused the company has built a
reputation not only for delivering
projects on time, on budget and to
he specified quality standard but
also for striving to understand and
exceed each clients specific needs.
Being ordinary is boring, we seek the
extra-ordinary. Differentiation means:
1. being able to offer structural
alterations and building works
2. specialist services to facilitate
interior requirements
3. being responsive to change
4. a can do attitude
5. approaching every project (big or
small) with commitment and passion
6. seeking continuous improvement
from lessons learnt.
A comprehensive approach to
total customer satisfaction with
a constant and consistent focus
on quality and attention to detail
culminating in repeat business.
Our ability to plan, organise and
deliver projects in a professional
manner underlies the true testimony
to performance which lies in the high
proportion of repeat business enjoyed.
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He is not an interruption of our work he is the purpose of it. He is not an
outsider in our business, he is part of it. We are not doing him a favour by
serving him, he is doing us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do so.

medicinema

A customer is the most important visitor
on our premises, he is not dependent on
us, we are dependent on him.
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Do what you do better... and: do more of what you do...

strengths

Bridgford seek to
meet any challenge
head on working
collaboratively
with design teams
in an integrated
manner to transform
vision into reality.
The formula is simple – we are a
trusted partner, providing efficiency
and innovation, we add value where
it counts ensuring the optimum
balance of time, cost and quality.
Our business has the flexibility to
adapt to and to manage changing
expectations and objectives with the
benefit of competent and experienced
handpicked site teams which in
turn enhance client relationships. It
works because of all the constituent
parts. We truly are small enough
to care and big enough to cope!
Relationships are not formed over
night but take years to nurture. We
are extremely lucky to be engaged in
long term working relationships built
on trust and open communication,
providing consistency and reliability,
supporting our clients every step of
the way on their journey to success.
We offer an end to end solution, full
engagement at all levels throughout
any project cycle. Everything we do
is focused on relationships, we strip
away the corporate brand names and
deal with the people at the coal face,
continuing to develop both new and
existing business relationships by
consistently providing commercially
viable solutions to a range of clients.

Neil Harrison - Finance Director

Stuart Moore - Director

Paul Cockle - Managing Director

our people
Alan Palmer - Business Development Director

Our people are our
most valuable asset,
they genuinely
get excited about
their work.

Jason Harrison - Contracts Director

Martin Fahey - Commercial Director

Carl Baggott - Associate Director

A satisfied customer is the best business strategy of all

The success of the business rests
with the personal connections
that are formed, they really make
the difference. We deal with
people and not brand names.

All businesses need investment
and in a business such as ours
there is no better channel than
our staff. We invest in people to
build our business to assist with
our continued growth strategy

By integrating dedicated teams with
specific clients it allows us to develop
long term working relationships
and encourage clear lines of
communication which ensure the
flow of information is timely, accurate
and effective. We work together to
improve performance as a whole.

contact
us

Alan Palmer
bridgford interiors limited
bridgford building

wellington crescent
fradley park
lichfield

staffordshire
WS13 8RZ

01543 443 200
alan.palmer@bridgford.co.uk
www.bridgford.co.uk

